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Outline

� Manuscript format

� Drafting a manuscript

� Style

� Sentence problems

� Tips for writing
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Editorial procedure

Author Editor Reviewer
Interesting

Not interesting

Accept
Revise
Reject

Evaluation

Manuscript format

� Abstract

� Introduction

� Material and methods

� Results

� (Conclusions)

� Discussion

Note: this is not necessarily the order in which you prepare the manuscript
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How to start writing?

� Need place and time

� Writing materials

� Pencil & paper (computer)

� Dictionary

� Notes of your research

Materials and methods

� Easy section to start writing

� What materials / which subjects did you use?

� How did you use them?

� Use past tense for observations and completed 

actions

� Explain the purpose of the procedures

Results

� What did you find or see?

� Present the results in a logical order

(not necessarily chronological)

� Use appropriate statistics (e.g., report SD)

� Give a preliminary presentation of your results 

(e.g. to your colleagues) to get criticism

Discussion

� What do your findings mean?

� Use present tense for general statements and 

conclusions

� Relate your results to other work

� Tell what is new in your study (Conclusion)
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Introduction

� Why did you do this work?

� What is its purpose?

� State what is known about the subject of 

investigation (concise)

The title

� What is this paper about?

� Remove trivial words 

(the, of, on, notes on, an approach to, a study of, �)

� Easy to understand

Serum Retinol-Binding Protein-4 Levels are Increased in HIV-
infected subjects with metabolic syndrome receiving highly active 
antiretroviral therapy

Obesity phenotype and incident hypertension: a prospective 
community-based cohort study

The abstract

Why the abstract is important?

� It is the first thing that the journal editor will 

read.

� It is the first thing that the reviewer will read.

� It will be available in databases for everyone to 

read.

Types of abstracts

� Informative abstract

� Indicative abstract (descriptive)

� Structured abstract

� Conference abstract

Maeve O'Connors: Writting succesfuly in science, Chapman & Hall, 1992 
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Informative abstract

� Used for papers describing original research

� Usually 100�250 words

� Abstract answers the questions:

� Why did you start?

� What did you do, and how?

� What did you find?

� What do your results means?

Example

Am J Psychol. 2012; 125(2):225-32.

People can come to remember doing things they have never done. 
The question we asked in this study is whether people can 
systematically come to remember performing actions they never 
really did, in the absence of any suggestion from the experimenter. 
People built LEGO vehicles, performing some steps but not others. 
For half the people, all the pieces needed to assemble each vehicle 
were laid out in order in front of them while they did the building; for 
the other half, the pieces were hidden from view. The next day, 
everyone returned for a surprise recognition test. People falsely and 
confidently remembered having carried out steps they did not; those 
who saw all the pieces while they built each vehicle were more likely 
to correctly remember performing steps they did perform but equally 
likely to falsely remember performing steps they did not. We explain 
our results using the source monitoring framework: People used the 
relationships between actions to internally generate the missing, 
related actions, later mistaking that information for genuine 
experience.
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Indicative abstract

� Used for long articles or reviews

� No specific methods

� No specific results

Example

Previous research on dual-tasks has shown that, under some circumstances, actions 

impair the perception of action-consistent stimuli, whereas, under other conditions, 

actions facilitate the perception of action-consistent stimuli. We propose a new model to 

reconcile these contrasting findings. The planning and control model (PCM) of 

motorvisual priming proposes that action planning binds categorical representations of 

action features so that their availability for perceptual processing is inhibited. Thus, the 

perception of categorically action-consistent stimuli is impaired during action planning. 

Movement control processes, on the other hand, integrate multi-sensory spatial 

information about the movement and, therefore, facilitate perceptual processing of 

spatially movement-consistent stimuli. We show that the PCM is consistent with a wider 

range of empirical data than previous models on motorvisual priming.

Furthermore, the model yields previously untested empirical predictions. We also 

discuss how the PCMrelates to motorvisual research paradigms other than dual-tasks.

Psychological Review 2012, 119(2):388 � 407
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Structured abstract

� Used by some clinical journals

� Maximum 400 words

� Divided into sections

� Contains headings

Example

    Background. Previous research with structured abstracts has taken place in mainly 

medical contexts. This research indicated that such abstracts are more informative, 

more readable, and more appreciated by readers than are traditional abstracts.

    Aim. The aim of this study was to test the hypothesis that structured abstracts might 

also be appropriate for a particular psychology journal.

    Method. 24 traditional abstracts from the Journal of Educational Psychology were re-

written in a structured form. Measures of word length, information content and 

readability were made for both sets of abstracts, and 48 authors rated their clarity.

    Results. The structured abstracts were significantly longer than the original ones, but 

they were also significantly more informative and readable, and judged significantly 

clearer by these academic authors.

    Conclusions. These findings support the notion that structured abstracts could be 

profitably introduced into psychology journals.

http://informationr.net/ir/hartley2.html

Conference abstract

� Usually informative abstract

� Some conferences require structured abstract

� May contain a table or graph

  ��������� � �	�
�	

1. Accurate

2. Self contained

3. Concise and specific

4. Non-evaluative

5. Coherent and readable

http://www.mariapinto.es/ciberabstracts/Articulos/health%20sciences.htm
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1. A good abst. is accurate

� Reflects the purpose and content of the paper

� It includes only information that actually 

appears in the paper

� Indicates whether it extends or replicates 

previous research 

2. A good abst. is self-contained

� The reader should understand the abstract 

without having to consult other documents

� Define all abbreviations (except units of 

measurement) and acronyms

� Spell out names of tests and drugs (use generic 

names for drugs)

�  Define unique terms 

3. A good abst. is concise and 
specific

� Write informative sentences

� Begin with the most important information

� Do not repeat the title

� Save characters

� Use digits (but not at the beginning of a sentence)

� Abbreviate (e.g., vs. ...)

� use active voice (but avoid I, we)

4. A good abst. is non-evaluative

� Report rather than give opinions

� Do not comment on the paper content
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5. A good abst. is coherent and 
readable

� Write in a clear and vigorous style

� Use keywords from your paper

� Use active rather than passive voice

� Use present tense to describe results that are 

still applicable, or conclusions drawn

� Use past tense to describe what was done and 

what was found 

Keywords

� Used for indexing and cataloguing

� Do not repeat terms in the title

� Help the right readers to find your paper

Manuscript must be complete

� Add details and spell out the technical terms

intensive care unit (ICU)

� Add sample number and explain how 

randomization was done.

Really basic typing

Before a colon:  put no 
space.

Before a coma, put no 
space.

After every punctuation 
mark, do put an space.
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And then , we measure it.

5.Conclusions

The values were 3,6,9,and 
21.
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Basic style

� Use first person ('I', or 'we') 

unless that the journal has banned it.

� Use active voice

� Use part tense for observations, completed actions, and 

conclusions 

('The infusion caused local irritation')

� Use present tense for generalizations and statements of 

general validity

� Be aware of Thai principles of style when writing English

Simplify sentences

� It is of more importance to provide = It is 
important to provide

� is on the other hand apt to solidify nonprotein 
molecules= may solidify nonprotein molecules

� The technique can afford the analysis of 
individual = The technique is capable of 
analyzing

Lists that do not fit

� The plant has been traditionally used as a 
remedy against ulcers, and wounds, insect 
bites, toothaches, and used as an astringent.

� Primarily, because of their natural origin, ready  
availability, low cost, biodegradable and 
capable of multitude of chemical modifications 
is an obvious advantage of this material.  

Lively writing

� Avoid overuse of: is, are, has, have

Skin cancer is when there are mutations in the DNA of skin cell. 
These mutations make the cells have uncontrollably grow. These risk 
factors that induce the mutation are UV, inherited condition, chemical 
and chronic sore.

Skin cancer occurs when the DNA of skin cell mutates. These 
mutations cause the cells to grow uncontrollably. Risk factors that 
induce the mutation include UV, inherited conditions, chemicals, and 
chronic sores.
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